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Your Vision is Our Blueprint, You Fill in the Blanks
Building the house of your dreams can be very a
daunting task; how do you find a design and build
team that is right for you?
Choose too large a company and you may feel like
a small fish in a big pond, lost in a sea of teams and
crews that often seem too busy with other work to
focus on what matters: Working hand-in-hand with
the customer to build a stunning, unique living
space that is both functional and beautiful.
With over 20 years of experience building and
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renovating spaces of all sizes, Maki Construction
Luxury & Custom Homes in Mississauga is the perfect
fit for those searching for a more personal touch.
Crafting and creating a unique and comfortable
creation can no doubt be diﬃcult for some, but owner Mario Causevic firmly believes sound construction
can help good design, not hinder it.
“You’ll go into a house and a contractor will say,
‘I’m sorry, you can’t touch that wall, it’s structural.’ Of
course you can remove the wall, there is a way to
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do it,’” he said. “We then bring in our structural engineers. I understand it may be very diﬃcult to be
done, but it can be done. If it’s not doable, I will make
it doable. I like challenges.”
While every Maki home is created with great
care and pride, building a unique space is the common thread that intertwines every renovation and
custom home it crafts.
“We strive to produce a product that is unique.
We like to work with imported fixtures. We like
to build homes that feature pieces you won’t see
anywhere else.”
For example, Maki recently created a custom spiral
staircase crafted from handmade wrought-iron and
rift cut white oak. The weave and shape of the iron
railing creates a visual punch, while the oak stairs
and handrails provide a perfectly elegant finish; it’s
simply striking.
The company worked tirelessly to ensure the look
was structurally and sound and precisely executed,
and it shows. You won’t find these custom steps
anywhere else.
But Maki is a whole lot more than a creator of stunning new custom homes. It also takes pride in its
ability to renovate and reinvigorate existing homes
and rooms with deft tactility. Whether you’re after a
remodeled bathroom, a new living room or a plush
home theater, all spaces and functions can be transformed into something new.

anywhere inside or outside the home.
Maki also works seamlessly with your preferred
trades person or team, whether it be an interior designer or landscaper. Alternatively, Maki has deep
roots in the industry that’s aﬀorded it the ability to
select and work only with a select trades people
that match its level of excellence. So, whether you’ve
secured the designer of your choice or you’re still
searching for a designer that perfectly expresses
your ideas and desires, Maki works with clients to
find what best fits their needs.
Peel back the dazzling finish and you’ll find one
ingredients at the core of every Maki build: It takes
years of experience to create stunning finishes
backed by superior quality.
Beyond raw talent and a desire to deliver a superior product, Causevic’s construction acumen is bred
from decades of experience that predate the conception of his company in 1997. What started as an
interest in highschool quickly turned into a passion.
His father mentored and trained him, helping verse
his young son in all aspects of the trade.
Even though Causevic’s father has since passed,
his values have been instilled and are still at the core
of the company today.
“I grew up around contractors and around trades
people. All my life I’ve been involved in construction.
It helped me feel completely confident in what I do. I
want to show it to people.”

Looking for a helping hand to help craft a unique
landscape that’s fit to match your dream home?
Wouldn’t it be great to have some assistance in properly furnishing and dressing your home with equally
unique accoutrements? Maki also takes pride in its
ability to help homeowners apply a unique stamp

Today, Maki custom homes and renovations can be found in Oakville, Mississauga and
surrounding areas.
Curious to see what your home could be?
Contact Maki Construction at 905-607-MAKI (6254)
or visit makicontruction.ca

While every
Maki home is
created with
great care and
pride, building
a unique space
is the common
thread that
intertwines
each & every
renovation or
custom home
we craft.

5-2450 Dunwin Drive, Mississauga, Ontario
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